Stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) in the management of non-small-cell lung cancer: Clinical impact and patient perspectives
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Abstract: Stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) has emerged as a new technology in radiotherapy delivery, allowing for potentially curative treatment in many patients previously felt not to be candidates for radical surgical resection of stage I non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC). Several studies have demonstrated very high local control rates using SBRT, and more recent data have suggested overall survival may approach that of surgery in operable patients. However, SBRT is not without unique toxicities, and the balance of toxicity, and effect on patient-reported quality of life need to be considered with respect to oncologic outcomes. We therefore aim to review SBRT in the context of important patient-related factors, including quality of life in several domains (and in comparison to other therapies such as conventional radiation, surgery, or no treatment). We will also describe scenarios in which SBRT may be reasonably offered (i.e. elderly patients and those with severe COPD), and where it may need to be approached with some caution due to increased risks of toxicity (i.e. tumor location, patients with interstitial lung disease). In total, we hope to characterize the physical, emotional, and functional consequences of SBRT, in relation to other management strategies, in order to aid the clinician in deciding whether SBRT is the optimal treatment choice for each patient with early stage NSCLC.
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Introduction

Stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) or stereotactic ablative body radiotherapy (SABR) has emerged as a new technology in radiotherapy delivery, allowing for potentially curative treatment in many patients previously felt not to be candidates for surgical resection of stage I non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC). While surgery has historically been the standard of care, many patients suffer from comorbid illnesses including COPD, cardiac disease, diabetes, etc. SBRT facilitates delivery of highly ablative doses of radiation while minimizing the amount of high-dose radiotherapy to other organs. Outcomes of patients treated with lung SBRT are consistently high, with <10% local recurrence at the treated site and ~80% control within the lung lobe and local lymph nodes.1,2 This is attributed to the fact that the lobe and nodes would otherwise be resected by standard surgery.1

Although there is increasing interest, supported by recent data suggesting similar local control and overall survival (OS) for SBRT in patients who are medically operable, lobectomy still remains the standard of care in surgical candidates. For those patients who are not surgical candidates, SBRT provides an opportunity for a more convenient, less invasive, and less morbid treatment. While SBRT provides nonoperable patients...
with a chance at improved disease control and life expectancy as compared with no treatment, it also has the potential to improve patient-reported physical symptoms and quality of life (QOL). In turn, it has been suggested that patient-reported QOL can be prognostic of clinical outcomes.\(^4\)^\(^5\)

In determining which treatment is the best choice for a patient with NSCLC, clinicians must consider both oncologic outcomes such as propensity for local control and OS, balanced with risks of toxicity, comorbid illness, and QOL. Patient preference must also be considered, and patients therefore must be guided in each of these outcomes in order to make informed decisions.

We therefore attempt to examine the literature pertaining to toxicity, and patient-reported QOL with respect to SBRT versus other available treatment options, including surgical resection or conventional radiotherapy for early stage NSCLC. We will also discuss groups of patients who may most benefit from SBRT, including patients with COPD and the elderly. Finally, we will review patients in whom SBRT should be approached with caution, such as those with interstitial lung disease or centrally located tumors. Ultimately, we hope to characterize the physical and functional consequences of SBRT treatment for NSCLC, in relation to other management strategies, to aid the clinician in deciding whether SBRT is the optimal treatment choice for each patient with early-stage NSCLC.

**QOL in patients treated with SBRT**

For the average inoperable patients, or those operable patients refusing surgery, studies have shown mixed reports of physical and functional symptoms following SBRT. A systematic review of clinical trials, reviews, and observational studies reporting on QOL following SBRT for early-stage lung cancer was recently completed, which identified 9 prospective studies.\(^6\) Clinically significant QOL changes were deemed to be >10% difference compared with baseline. Investigators found many of the studies reported stability of health-related QOL following SBRT, while two studies reported improvement in emotional domains. Other studies however reported mixed results, with two studies reporting worsening of dyspnea over time with SBRT (though clinically insignificant in one), and another reporting worsening fatigue, which was statistically significant. Finally, one of the largest studies in this review by Lagerwaard et al reported that poor baseline condition was also associated with decreased OS.\(^5\)

Many qualitative measurement tools have been used to report physical, functional, and psychosocial aspects of QOL. The European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer Quality of Life Core 30 (EORTC QLQ-C30) and Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy-Lung (FACT-L) questionnaires assess general or global QOL, and the EORTC Lung Cancer 13 (EORTC QLQ LC-13) questionnaire attempts to provide respiratory-specific measures of QOL. Many studies have assessed QOL using these scales without reporting significant declines following SBRT.\(^6\)

Additionally, there are social and functional considerations in this group of patients, who often have significant comorbidities and poor baseline functional status. These patients may therefore have considerable difficulty tolerating and recovering from strenuous surgical resections or long conventional courses of radiotherapy in comparison.\(^7\) Investigators of prospective surgical cohort studies have reported variable QOL outcomes; however, in a majority of studies postsurgery physical scores and symptoms are worse than presurgery scores.\(^8\)^\(^9\) Few studies report improvements in QOL scores at 2–3 years compared to immediately postsurgery.\(^10\) Patients undergoing laparoscopic surgeries also generally report better QOL scores than patients with open procedures.\(^7\) One study reported that 10% decreases in physical and mental QOL postsurgery were associated with an increased risk of death in 18% and 13% of patients, respectively, emphasizing the importance of considering QOL effects of treatment.\(^9\)

However, SBRT is generally well tolerated in the short term, perhaps in part due to the shorter treatment course. Jain et al\(^11\) studied the optimal SBRT course by observing the difference in patient-reported QOL between a 4-day (daily) and 11-day (non-daily) regimen. Surprisingly, they found statistically significant differences in dyspnea and physical functioning scores, which worsened at 1 month with the shorter course compared to longer course.\(^11\) In medically frail patients, separation of the treatments from daily to non-daily schedules may be advantageous, as it allows time for rest and recovery between each treatment, and may be supported by clinical evidence of superior outcomes.\(^12\)

A number of studies have examined the incidence of sub-acute (i.e. 3 or fewer months) effects following SBRT. For example, Sun et al\(^13\) completed a prospective study of 19 patients treated with SBRT on short-term patient-reported physical and psychosocial QOL domains. While baseline cognitive and activities of daily living scores were all quite good, scores for overall QOL were moderate, and social activities and functional QOL on FACT-L were very low. Baseline worry significantly decreased over 6 weeks, and baseline anxiety over 12 weeks (\(P<0.05\)). Symptom scores including pain, lack of energy, and cough were also more severe at the 12 week time point. While these side effects
may occur secondary to radiotherapy, they may also reflect the baseline health of this population. Overall, the authors concluded that QOL scores remained generally stable over time, which may be considered positive given the competing risks of other comorbid illnesses. While attempting to obtain information on a breadth of domains, the large number of tests completed on a small number of patients may potentially make the results less valid.13

A prospective study from the Cleveland clinic found that of 21 patients receiving SBRT, there was no change in QOL on the FACT-L scale over the first year posttreatment. They also found, despite some worsening of pulmonary function testing (specifically the diffusion capacity of the lungs for carbon monoxide (DLCO) value posttreatment), there was no subjective decrease in respiratory function or symptoms overall.14

Long-term QOL is also essential to analyze as many toxicities of SBRT can occur months to years following treatment, including pneumonitis, pulmonary fibrosis, rib fracture, or pain.15,16 Investigators from Montreal reported QOL in 45 patients receiving SBRT for early-stage lung cancer in three to five fractions. Over time, the only clinically significant decrease in scores on the EORTC QLQ-C30 and EORTC LC-13 (defined as at least a 10-point reduction) were with respect to social functioning (11–12%). Interestingly, despite this, emotional scores increased by 14% (nonsignificant).17 Van der Voort van Zyp et al also reported an improvement in emotional domains using the EORTC QLQ C-30 and LC-13, which was statistically significant at a median of 17 months.18

Another large cohort of 382 Dutch patients treated with SBRT similarly found no difference in QOL on the EORTC QLQ C-30 scale over a 2-year time period. Fatigue and dyspnea were among the lowest baseline scores at study initiation; they therefore suggested that these patients referred with multiple comorbidities and related symptoms tolerate SBRT extremely well, particularly in comparison with that expected with more invasive treatments.5

While the results of these studies are quite variable and use a variety of assessment metrics, the patient population that is generally treated with SBRT is often quite fragile, and SBRT must be considered in the context of other alternatives. This includes no treatment, which may limit life expectancy significantly, as average survival for untreated early-stage lung cancer is ~12 months, and where population-based data have shown SBRT to be more effective than no therapy.19 Alternatively, invasive treatments may diminish quality and quantity of life due to short- and long-term treatment effects. In this setting, SBRT appears to be well-tolerated with minimal toxicity and acceptable QOL.

**SBRT versus conventional radiotherapy: Convenience and safety for patients**

Prior to the development of SBRT, the only nonsurgical option for patients with early NSCLC was 3D conventional radiotherapy (3D CRT). Intuitively, the shorter course of SBRT and less acute toxicity make it desirable in comparison with 3D CRT for eligible patients; however, the translation of these factors into measurable differences in QOL is not definitive. Table 1 describes the results of two studies comparing 3D CRT versus SBRT with respect to QOL.

Widder et al examined global QOL and physical functioning, and patient-rated dyspnea over time using the EORTC QLQ-C30 and QLQ-LC13 in a prospective cohort of patients receiving SBRT compared with a previous cohort of patients receiving 3D CRT.20 Patients with comorbidities had a statistical decrease in pulmonary function, while the group as a whole did not. Acute and subacute QOL change, and comparisons between groups prior to 1 year were not reported, where there may be differences owing to the length of conventional versus SBRT treatment regimens.

The primary outcome of the recent randomized SPACE trial of 3D CRT versus SBRT showed no significant difference in local control between the two arms, despite being possibly underpowered to detect a significant difference. Nonetheless, patients receiving 3D CRT suffered from increased rates of pneumonitis, thought to be secondary to increased irradiated lung due to the larger field sizes typically used in 3D CRT treatments,21 and as such, SBRT was recommended as compared to 3D CRT. Further randomized trials including the Australian CHISEL trial22 and Canadian LUSTRE trial23 will help further clarify the differences in QOL between 3D CRT and SBRT particularly in a modern radiotherapy planning era.

Despite concerns for toxicity and adverse QOL effects on patients using highly ablative radiotherapy regimens, SBRT appears safe in the long-term, and cancer outcomes are at least equivalent if not superior to 3D CRT. While less evidence is available to appreciate the short-term benefit, fewer visits and radiotherapy treatments are also intuitively more convenient for patients, and socioeconomically preferable from the patient perspective.

**Tolerability and QOL of SBRT compared with surgery**

Surgical resection remains the standard of care in operable patients, yet it may be challenging in some circumstances
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Table 1 Comparison of studies reporting QOL in SBRT versus 3D CRT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Outcomes</th>
<th>QoL and toxicity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3D CRT</td>
<td>SBRT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nyman et al21</td>
<td>70Gy in 35</td>
<td>66Gy in 3</td>
<td>LC 86.4% 3D CRT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomized</td>
<td>fractions</td>
<td>fractions</td>
<td>versus 85.7% SBRT3 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hazard ratio 3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LC 54% 3D CRT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>versus 59% SBRT 3-year OS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hazard ratio 5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Baseline PS better in 3D CRT patients (WHO 0 in 26% versus WHO 0 in 52%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Physical function decreased in 3D CRT arm by excess 8.7 (P&lt;0.01) at 1 year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Global QOL stable after both treatments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Decreased pulmonary function at 1 year in 3D CRT vs. SBRT but no clinical difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widdner et al20</td>
<td>70Gy in 35</td>
<td>60 Gy in 3–8</td>
<td>LC 78% 3D CRT versus 95% SBRT 2 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-randomized, retrospective</td>
<td>fractions</td>
<td>fractions</td>
<td>Hazard ratio 2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OS 48% 3D CRT versus 72% SBRT 2-year OS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hazard ratio 5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EORTC QLQ C30, EORTC LC-13 assessed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Baseline PS better in 3D CRT patients (WHO 0 in 26% versus WHO 0 in 52%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Physical function decreased in 3D CRT arm by excess 8.7 (P&lt;0.01) at 1 year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Global QOL stable after both treatments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Decreased pulmonary function at 1 year in 3D CRT vs. SBRT but no clinical difference</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: 3D, three dimensional; CRT, conventional radiotherapy; EORTC QLQ C30, European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer Quality of Life Core 30; EORTC LC-14, European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer Quality of Life Core 14; LC, lung cancer; OS, overall survival; PS, performance status; QOL, quality of life; SBRT, stereotactic body radiation therapy; WHO, World Health Organization.

...to offer surgery. Several factors determine operability, including assessment of comorbidities and baseline testing results. While previously postoperative FEV1 <30–40% was considered high risk for postsurgical complications, DLCO <30–40% has recently emerged as a more accurate predictor for postoperative complications.24 Further, some guidelines suggest that any patient with baseline DLCO values or FEV1 values <80% predicted could undergo exercise testing including peak V02 measurements (maximal volume of oxygen that can be utilized during peak exercise) to better define their surgical complication risk.24 Patients with V02 max ≤35% predicted or less than <10 mL/kg/min are considered high risk and surgery is not recommended.24 In those patients who are at high risk for surgical resection, SBRT should be seriously considered and discussed with patients.

In terms of clinical outcomes, OS in early stage nonoperable patients treated with SBRT were initially reported at ~50–70% at 3 years, substantially lower than surgery. This was likely due to non-cancer-related illness and death in a medically frail population.25 More recently, SBRT has been considered by some to have promising survival in early-stage NSCLC showed promising rates of 3-year OS with SBRT (95% versus 78% for surgery). Given the difficulty of randomizing patients to two widely available treatments, both of these studies closed early due to poor accrual, and as such the pooled analysis was underpowered with respect to OS. Therefore, while intriguing, these results must be interpreted very cautiously, and until further randomized evidence is available, surgery still remains the standard of care for early stage patients.26 While it is important to ensure assessment of patients for surgical eligibility, it is also prudent to inform patients of acute surgical complications. Complications may arise secondary to general anesthesia, bleeding or infection, and prolonged hospital stay. In comparison, SBRT is a much less invasive treatment, with little to no mortality in the 30 days following treatment.27 Perhaps, more importantly, long-term toxicity risks also differ between surgical versus SBRT patients. In the STARS and ROSEL pooled analysis, 10% of SBRT patients experienced grade 3 or more toxicity including chest wall pain, cough, dyspnea, fatigue, and rib fracture, and there were no grade 4 events. In contrast, 44% of patients in the surgical arm experienced grade 3 or 4 dyspnea, chest pain, or infections, and there was one treatment-related death.26
The influence on QOL can also differ between surgery and SBRT. A systematic review of 19 studies of health-related (HR) QOL following resected stage I–III lung cancer was conducted to report on mental, physical, and emotional domains. The Short Form Health Survey-36 (SF-36), EORTC QLQ-C30, and EORTC LC-13 were the most commonly used scales. A majority of studies reporting on mental health found a small improvement in mean scores at 6 months, and 60% of patients’ improvement in scores by 2–3 years. A majority of studies acknowledged mental and emotional health QOL scores were still worse than scores in the general population. Eighty-five percent of studies reporting physical health observed significant declines over time, including a 63% decrease in scores 1 month postsurgery. Many studies reported symptoms were still present up to 3 years after surgery, and investigators found a significant increase in dyspnea in surgical patients at 2 years.

Physical symptoms reported on QOL scales were also dependent on the type of surgery. For example, patients undergoing lobectomy experienced less dyspnea and pain than patients who had pneumonectomy. However, video-assisted thoracoscopic surgery (VATS) was compared to thoracotomy in two studies and had superior outcomes in reduced pain and physical and emotional HR QOL, and quicker recovery time. The review also found that patients requiring adjuvant therapy experienced worsening physical symptoms at 6 months after therapy, while mental QOL was not affected.

In comparison to the increase in symptoms and decline in physical QOL scores postsurgery, after SBRT patients generally maintain or improve upon pretreatment QOL scores and symptoms. The level of recovery months to years after surgery is variable, while SBRT patients tend to have well-preserved QOL if healthy at baseline. A few studies report mild decreases in QOL scores over time following SBRT as well; however, given much of the SBRT literature is in nonsurgical candidates, baseline COPD and poor lung function may cause deteriorations in scores independent of SBRT effects.

There is limited data directly comparing the impact of surgery versus SBRT on QOL. The ROSEL randomized trial of surgery versus SBRT, which closed early (n=22) due to poor accrual, did capture patient-reported QOL data using the EORTC QLQ-C30, EORTC QLQ LC-13, and EuroQol questionnaires. Each was administered every 3 months for the first year, and 6 months thereafter to 3 years. The global health status was found to be significantly worse (P=0.038) for surgical versus SBRT patients at a median of 42 months. There were no other QOL differences reported, however the small number of patients and lack of power in this study must be considered. Current trials including STABLE-MATES (NCT01622621) and VALOR (CSP #2005) will compare surgery versus SBRT in a randomized setting and will hopefully better delineate differences in QOL between these treatments.

To investigate patient preference, Shaverdian et al contacted 102 early stage NSCLC patients who had undergone SBRT, or surgery followed by SBRT at a later date. They found that prior to meeting with oncologists, 56% of patients had not heard of SBRT. In reference to initial expectations, 92% of patients reported experiencing fewer symptoms, 87% reported less anxiety, and 59% found SBRT to be more convenient following treatment. In those 39 patients who received surgery and SBRT, 79.5% were more satisfied with SBRT, and all patients reported recovering more quickly, having less stress and less caregiver burden with SBRT.

Overall, while surgery should be advocated for eligible patients, SBRT should be strongly considered in those who may be at high risk for complications postoperatively, or for patients wishing to minimize posttreatment morbidity. SBRT appears to be well tolerated with comparable if not improved recovery, symptoms, and QOL as compared to surgery.

Defining appropriate candidates for SBRT

Severe COPD

COPD is present in 50–70% of lung cancer cases and is an independent lung cancer risk factor while sharing a common risk factor of tobacco use. Patients with COPD range from asymptomatic or mildly dyspneic to requiring oxygen at end stages of disease. Generally, pulmonary function tests (PFTs) show FEV1 and DLCO of <60%.

Severity of COPD may be expressed by the Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (GOLD) criteria, which defines 4 classes of disease based on predicted FEV1 (stage I at least 80%, stage II between 50% and 80%, stage III 30–50%, or stage IV <30% or chronic respiratory failure).

Patients with COPD often have other associated cardiovascular comorbidities, and a higher-than-expected annual incidence of mortality. Pulmonary function is generally decreased at baseline, and patients with the highest risk of lung cancer also tend to be those with the poorest lung function. With the advent of SBRT, however, patients with more severe COPD or emphysema may be considered suitable candidates for SBRT.
Palma et al\textsuperscript{34} reported on 176 patients with COPD (median 38\% predicted postoperative FEV\textsubscript{1}) and stage I NSCLC treated with SBRT. Three-year OS was 47\%, likely lower than expected in stage I patients due to comorbidity given the excellent local control rates (89\%) they observed at 3 years. Results of this study and two others regarding COPD patients are presented in Table 2, as well as results of a systematic review. In this particular cohort of 176 inoperable patients, they likely had poorer baseline characteristics than those patients reported in the surgical studies, yet they experienced less treatment-related morbidity and mortality.\textsuperscript{34}

### Elderly patients

Elderly patients, particularly those with comorbidities, may be particularly susceptible to physical and functional decline following surgery. A best evidence review of studies of surgical and nonsurgical treatment of NSCLC found higher rates of palliative care were required in those over age 70 undergoing surgery.\textsuperscript{36}

These patients however seem to have comparable rates of control, toxicity, and tolerability following SBRT as compared with younger patients. Haasbeek et al reported 193 patients treated with SBRT for NSCLC and observed OS of 45.1\% and local control of 89\% at 3 years. Twenty-five percent had severe COPD. There was no difference in survival or local control between those greater or less than 75 years, and patients over age 75 actually had improved distant disease control compared with patients younger than 75 years. Less than 40\% of patients experienced acute toxicities (75\% of which were fatigue), and there were <10\% grade 3 adverse events in these patients with only 2\% requiring steroids for radiation pneumonitis (RP). These outcomes for control, survival, and toxicity in this group of elderly patients with moderate-to-severe COPD are therefore comparable to those expected in all-comers with early-stage lung cancers treated with SBRT.\textsuperscript{37}

### Approaching SBRT with caution

#### Central or apical tumor location

Not all patients benefit from the low rates of toxicity accompanied by SBRT. Tumor location may play a significant role in safety of SBRT delivery, and adverse events may result from attempts to deliver ablative doses to tumors in close proximity to organs at risk such as the central mediastinal structures and brachial plexus (Figure 1). While SBRT has promising outcomes and low toxicity in those patients with peripheral tumors, in contrast, treatment of central tumors (defined as being within 2 cm of the proximal airways, or within 1 cm of the central mediastinal structures) may have toxicity rates as high as 47\% without dose adaptation.\textsuperscript{27} This includes damage to vascular structures, esophageal or tracheal ulceration, bleeding, and/or perforation. Timmerman et al\textsuperscript{27} reported six deaths in a cohort of 70 patients treated with SBRT to 60–66 Gy in three fractions, and 14 patients experienced grade 3 or higher toxicity. Freedom from severe toxicity was 83\% in those with peripheral tumors versus 54\% in those with central tumors at 2 years. Patients with ultra-central tumors where the lesion may be touching the proximal airway may be even more susceptible to risks of severe pulmonary toxicity post SBRT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Patients</th>
<th>Baseline COPD Status</th>
<th>Treatment related toxicity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mathieu et al\textsuperscript{17}</td>
<td>N = 45</td>
<td>Mean FEV\textsubscript{1} 68% and DLCO 63% predicted</td>
<td>No change in PFTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baumann et al\textsuperscript{35}</td>
<td>N = 40</td>
<td>Mean FEV\textsubscript{1} 64%</td>
<td>≤ Grade 3 pneumonitis 18%, fibrosis 33%, no grade 4 or 5 toxicity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palma et al\textsuperscript{34}</td>
<td>N = 176</td>
<td>Mean 38% predicted postoperative FEV\textsubscript{1}</td>
<td>≤ Grade 2 dyspnea in 13.6%, grade 3 pneumonitis in 3 patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palma et al\textsuperscript{34}</td>
<td>2 surgical studies, 2 SBRT studies</td>
<td>Mean FEV\textsubscript{1} less than 40% predicted postoperative or GOLD III-HV</td>
<td>Surgical studies: Postoperative ICU visits 10–90%, 8–12-day hospital admission, 30-day mortality 7–25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** DLCO, diffusion of the lungs for carbon monoxide; GOLD, Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease; ICU, intensive care unit; PFTs, pulmonary function tests; SBRT, stereotactic body radiation therapy.
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Despite the use of more fractionated regimens, Tekatli et al reported a 21% rate of death thought to be related to SBRT, including pulmonary hemorrhage in 15%, for ultra-central tumors. Other retrospective studies, however, support the use of SBRT for central and ultra-central tumors with good control and minimal toxicity with smaller doses per fraction. The recently completed phase I–II RTOG 0813 trial showed that for central tumors, safe dose escalation beyond 50 Gy in five fractions (up to 60 Gy in five fractions) could occur, but there was a small incidence of grade 3 or higher late toxicity in higher dose levels. Therefore, some variation still exists in determining the appropriate SBRT regimen in patients with centrally located lung cancers; results from the Canadian LUSTRE trial and European LungTech trial will attempt to further clarify the role of SBRT in these patients.

Central cardiac and vascular structures may also be at risk. Stam et al conducted a multicenter retrospective review of SBRT plans for early stage NSCLC in the Netherlands. Thirty-three percent of patients were deceased at a median of 34.8 months, and of these only 26% of deaths were cancer related. Investigators found an increase in non-cancer death in those patients with high dose to the superior vena cava and left atrium, and in particular in those with poor performance status, impaired FEV1, and cardiac history. Other experiences have reported development of esophageal fistulas with high-point doses between 48 and 51 Gy in four fractions. In patients with tumors adjacent to or near the brachial plexus, there also appears to be a dose-dependent risk of brachial plexopathy; a study from Forquer et al in 37 patients with apical lesions reported a 19% risk of brachial plexopathy at a median of 2 years post treatment. The risk of plexopathy was significantly increased depending on the dose from 8% to 46% at 2 years for doses exceeding 26 Gy in three to four fractions. As a result of this, adjustment and adaptation of SBRT dose and fractionation is necessary to reduce the risks of toxicity as much as possible; such strategies have resulted in safe SBRT delivery to central structures, with minimal or no grade 3 toxicity. If too extreme, however, dose reduction may result in a cost to local control, and total biologically equivalent SBRT dose of <100 Gy is thought to adversely affect outcomes. Sixty grays delivered in eight fractions may be used to achieve local control safely in the case of central tumors. Appropriate dose limitations should still be maintained when using this regimen, including the esophagus to 40 Gy maximum point dose or 20 Gy to 5 cc, and the heart, vessels, and trachea to 64 Gy maximum point dose and 60 Gy to 10 cc (or to 5 cc in the case of the trachea and proximal tree). In most cases, with careful planning and reduced or risk-adapted dose per fraction, SBRT can be delivered safely even in difficult tumor locations, without compromise in local control or survival.

Interstitial lung disease

Interstitial lung disease (ILD) comprises a spectrum of diseases manifesting as inflammation and fibrosis of the pulmonary parenchyma. Clinical symptoms include fatigue, cough, hypoxia, and fever while radiologic findings of pulmonary infiltrates are seen. Patients may physically and function-
ally deteriorate with decreased ability to perform activities of daily living, and in severe circumstances, pulmonary hypertension, and oxygen dependence.\textsuperscript{49} There are over 200 subtypes of ILD, which for example may be associated with connective tissue disorder (i.e. scleroderma), medication induced or idiopathic.\textsuperscript{50} Cigarette smoking has increasingly been recognized as a risk factor, and may exacerbate severity of existing pneumonitis.\textsuperscript{51} Pulmonary function tests generally show a restrictive picture with a reduced diffusion capacity. While ILD itself can be managed through observation, symptom control or medically by treating the inciting cause some severe cases can significantly affect prognosis.

While ILD is not an established contraindication to SBRT treatment, patients are at much higher risk of radiation-toxicity than the average patient (Figure 2).\textsuperscript{52} Additionally, QOL in these patients has not been well documented, yet significant toxicity in these patients has been reported in a number of series.\textsuperscript{52-57}

A recent systematic review reported on 122 patients across 13 studies with preexisting ILD treated with SBRT. Of these patients, treatment-related mortality was 15.6\% and morbidity was 25\%. This is in contrast to patients without ILD,\textsuperscript{26} where the risk of grade 3 toxicity including RP is generally <10\%.

A number of patient and treatment-related factors may influence the toxicity risk from SBRT treatment for early stage NSCLC in patients with ILD. These factors must be very carefully considered prior to recommending SBRT, as development of side effects and adverse effects may negatively affect QOL. In patients with subclinical ILD, the risk of RP may be comparable to the general population.\textsuperscript{53} These patients are generally able to tolerate fractionated radiotherapy quite well. Studies have reported no correlation between toxicity development and retrospective identification of ILD.

The severity of radiologic findings may also correlate with the risk of developing SBRT related ILD in patients.\textsuperscript{54} Ueki et al. reviewed imaging of 157 patients who underwent SBRT for stage I lung cancer, and retrospectively found of 20 patients with preexisting ILD. The presence of radiologic ILD correlated significantly with incidence of both grade II (55\% versus 13.3\%) and III (10\% versus 1.5\%) RP compared those without ILD.\textsuperscript{55} While 50\% of those with minimal radiologic disease had grade 2 or greater RP incidence, there was no correlation with grade 3 or greater RP in this lower severity ILD group. Yamashita et al also found preexisting radiologic ILD, seen as shadowing on CT scans, in 78\% of patients who developed severe RP (grade 4–5) post-SBRT.\textsuperscript{56} Yet other studies found no increased risk of RP in those patients with only minimal ILD.\textsuperscript{57}

Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) is among the most severe form of ILD, with a life expectancy of less than 5 years.\textsuperscript{58} The incidence of lung cancer in IPF patients is very high, at up to 15\% at 5 and 50\% by 10 years.\textsuperscript{59} While the exact reason for increased cancer pathogenesis in IPF

![Figure 2](A) Computed tomography of chest showing a cancer in the right upper lobe in a patient with interstitial lung disease. (B) Stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) treatment plan delivering 48 Gy in 4 fractions. (C) Severe radiographic pneumonitis mimicking lymphangitic carcinomatosis developing in right upper lobe 8 months following treatment, with (D) diffuse bilateral ground glass infiltrates secondary to radiation.
patients is unknown, it has been acknowledged that IPF and lung cancers share up-regulation of common proteins and cytokines. Radiologic findings are usually severe.

Patients with IPF are at higher risk of complications with biopsy and most of cancer treatment. Complications from RP and radiation fibrosis, particularly following SBRT, may be quite severe in ILD and IPF patients. This has been reported in many retrospective studies. One review of a small series of patients treated between 2009 and 2014 in Montreal found 21% developed grade 5 toxicity (death) secondary to RP following SBRT. Takeda et al. also described RP incidence in seven of 133 patients treated with SBRT, two of whom had IPF.

Further, Onishi et al reported 6% grade 5 toxicity at 3 years in patients with IPF. In contrast, treatment-related death has been reported in all-comers treated with SBRT at 0.6%, suggesting a slightly higher risk of treatment-related mortality in patients with IPF.

Oncologists must also consider whether better tolerated cancer treatment options than SBRT exist for these patients with ILD. Other modalities of treatment reported for treatment of early stage lung cancers in patients include radiofrequency ablation (RFA) and minimally invasive surgery. As mentioned, Chen et al completed a systematic review of IPF patients treated for NSCLC. For those treated with SBRT, treatment-related mortality was 15.6% and morbidity was 25%. The rates of treatment-related mortality were significantly lower in SBRT studies with pathologic and radiologic review of ILD severity prior to treatment (7.3% versus 22%).

Chen et al also found 30 surgical studies in ILD patients with an overall treatment-related mortality rate of 2.2% and morbidity rate of 12%. While these low toxicity rates observed with surgery are impressive, the proportion of patients deemed medically operable was 100% in the surgical studies reported, compared to 0–29% in the other modalities in this review (including SBRT and RFA). Most of these studies were retrospective in nature, with inconsistencies in reporting of ILD severity and proportion of patients with idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis. It is therefore hard to assess the safety of different modalities based on the available data.

Overall survival rates also depend not only on treatment administered but also on the pretreatment severity of ILD, overall performance status, and comorbidities of the individual patient. In the same review, Chen et al report 3-year OS from four SBRT studies as 0–53.8% for patients with ILD versus 54–80% for those without ILD. Three-year OS for surgical series (extrapolated from 5-year OS using Kaplan-Meier curves) was 31.4–75% for ILD patients compared to 78.5–94.5% for patients without ILD. Again due to the bias in pretreatment status, it is difficult to draw firm conclusions from these numbers.

Dosimetric factors including radiotherapy dose and volume should also be considered while planning SBRT especially in ILD and IPF patients. Steroids, and now antifibrotic therapies including nintedanib and pirfenidone, may also play a role in minimizing the adverse events after SBRT.

Given the risk of potential toxicities due to SBRT, and the poorer prognosis in those patients with baseline ILD, observation may be the most appropriate course in some patients. The expected median survival of early-stage lung cancer is ~12 months without treatment. Expected survival with ILD may be 1–5 years depending on disease severity. Some studies have suggested withholding SBRT with advanced radiologic grades of ILD prior to treatment. A standard threshold DLCO and FEV1 have not been determined on pulmonary function tests and may not truly indicate the likelihood of adverse reactions post treatment. The risks of pursuing active treatment must be communicated with the patient, including clinical worsening of dyspnea, oxygen requirement, or death. This must be balanced with the risks of tumor growth without treatment including but not limited to dyspnea, fistula, and lung collapse. In these cases, shared decision-making between patients and providers is of utmost importance.

Conclusion

SBRT has been established as an effective therapy for control and survival in NSCLC. It is desirable to patients given its convenience, minimal invasiveness, decreased morbidity, and tolerable side effects in most cases. Existing literature indicates that long-term toxicities and the effect on QOL appear minimal with SBRT. Patients who are the elderly or with underlying COPD in particular may benefit from SBRT, as it provides an opportunity for cure without exacerbating potentially poor baseline conditions. Tumor location is a factor, and clinicians must be aware of potential risks and be willing to provide risk-adapted SBRT doses that are still effective without increasing the risk of toxicity. Patients with ILD and IPF must be cautiously considered for SBRT and monitored following treatment as severe side effects may develop, inhibiting function and overall health. Further research into toxicity and QOL is warranted in these special patient populations as well.
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